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Daily routine maintenance

* Check all ink levels, make sure the white ink tank is full
* Shake all spare white ink bottles to keep white ink from settling
* Stop and clean every hour of printing, clean the wiper blade, around the heads and the bottom of the } 
 carriage plate
* Clean cap stations & surrounding area. Make sure ink build up on all caps is removed and the edges of the  
 caps are in good condition
* Empty ink waste container if needed
* Clean around the printhead.  If you need to clean the nozzle plate use a lint free wipe or swap.  Use gentle  
 pressure, start in the middle of the head and wipe towards the end.  Then start in the middle and clean  
 towards the other end of the head.  Try not to smear dried ink from the edge of the head onto the nozzle  
 plate.  Doing this may cause premature head failure
* Print a nozzle test, run cleaning cycles if needed
* Check to make sure all quartz bulbs are working and in clean condition
* To clean bulbs; cool to room temperature, wipe with 90+ IPA and let air dry before turning on. Do not touch  
 the bulbs with your bare hands
* Inspect powder shaker paddle for excessive wear, remove powder build up on paddle with a damp rag
* Clean the dryer belt when it is cool with a damp rag to remove any excess powder
* Fill powder hopper and empty powder catch bin
* Protect the Velox from supplemental airflow from fans / HVAC vents.
* Several issues can be caused from excessive air flow, up to and including print head failure
* Cool down dryer unit; open up quartz lamp lid and clean out all powder dust.  Keeping this area clean of any  
 dust will help eliminate unwanted powder from adhering to film outside of the image area 

Fans / air flow
* Protect the Velox from supplemental airflow from fans / HVAC vents.
* Several issues can be caused up to and including print head failure.
* Cool down dryer unit; open up quartz lamp lid and clean out all powder dust.   
 Keeping this area clean of any dust will help eliminate unwanted powder from adhering to film outside of  
 the image area.
* 

Monthly routine maintenance - continued on next page

PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE 
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Monthly routine maintenance

* Clean & lubricate rails and bearings.  Under heavy production inspect rails and bearings every week for  
 proper lubrication
* Remove encoder strip protective covers and remove any powder that has built up.  This happens when  
 refilling powder with the doors open.
* Inspect & Clean encoder strip if needed (use lint free rag with water, gentle pressure)
* Power printer down and gently blow out fans & power supplies if needed
* Inspect all drive belts for excessive wear and proper tension
* Remove rear cover and replace all inline ink filters including white ink recirculation filter.  Filters should be  
 replaced for every liter of ink added to the printer
* Remove white ink tank and rinse all sediment out with water
* Keep area around printer and dryer unit clean and dust free
* Clean up spilled power from work area
* Clean & inspect pinch roller, replace as needed
* Remove Cap pads, clean out with running water, inspect & replace as needed to prevent printhead damage
* Replace all dampers Monthly to minimize ink sediment buildup, failure to do so may cause premature  
 failure of the print heads
* Inspect the inside of the main drying unit.  Make sure the thermocouple and quartz bulbs are clean and  
 free of any build up
* Remove side covers for powder application auger (inside top powder reservoir) and remove built up  
 powder from around the bearings.  Inspect the powder sifter plate and remove any powder clogs
* Check the dryer belt for proper tension, adjust if needed
* Check the dryer belt for proper tracking, adjust if needed
* Check the dryer electrical cabinet for dust / lint build up.  Use compressed air to clean.  Disconnect the  
 main power at the building breaker before servicing this area.  Danger of electrical shock is possible if  
 power is left on during cleaning 
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